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In this paper, we show universal lower bounds for isotropic algorithms,
that hold for any algorithm such that each new point is the sum of one already visited point plus one random isotropic direction multiplied by any
step size (whenever the step size is chosen by an oracle with arbitrarily
high computational power). The bound is 1 − O(1/d) for the constant in
the linear convergence (i.e. the constant C such that the distance to the
optimum after n steps is upper bounded by C n ), as already seen for some
families of evolution strategies in [19, 12], in contrast with 1 − O(1) for
the reverse case of a random step size and a direction chosen by an oracle
with arbitrary high computational power. We then recall that isotropy
does not uniquely determine the distribution of a sample on the sphere
and show that the convergence rate in isotropic algorithms is improved
by using stratified or antithetic isotropy instead of naive isotropy. We
show at the end of the paper that beyond the mathematical proof, the
result holds on experiments. We conclude that one should use antitheticisotropy or stratified-isotropy, and never standard-isotropy.

1

Introduction : what is the price of isotropy

[3] has recalled that, empirically, all evolution strategies with a relevant choice of
the step size exhibit a linear convergence rate. Such a linear convergence rate has
been shown in various contexts (e.g. [1]), even for strongly irregular multi-modal

functions ([2]). Linearity is not so bad, but unfortunately [19, 12] showed that
the constant in the linear convergence, for (1 + λ)-ES and 1, λ-ES in continuous
domains, converges to 1 as 1 − O(1/d) as the dimension d increases ; this has
been generalized in [17] to all comparison-based methods. On the other hand,
mathematical programming methods, using the derivatives ([4, 7, 9, 16]), but also
using only the fitness-values, reach a constant 0 in all dimensions and work in
practice in huge dimension problems (see e.g. [18]).
So, we know that (i) comparison-based methods suffer from the 1−O(1/d) (ii)
fitness-value-based methods do not. Where is the limit ? We here investigate the
limit case for isotropic algorithms in two directions : (1) can isotropic algorithms
avoid the 1−O(1/d) by using additional information such as a perfect line search
with computational cost zero (2) can we do better than random independent
sampling for isotropic algorithms ? The answer for (1) will be essentially no :
naive isotropy leads to 1 − O(1/d). A more optimistic answer appears for (2) :
yes, some nice samplings lead to better results than naive independent uniform
samplings, namely : stratified isotropy, and antithetic isotropy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows that a random step
size forbids superlinear convergence, but allows a linear convergence with rate
exp(−Ω(1)). Section 3 shows that a random independent direction forbids superlinear convergence and forbids a better constant than 1 − O(1/d), whatever
may be the family of fitness functions and the algorithm, whatever may be its
step-size rule or selection procedure provided that it uses isotropic random mutations. Section 4 then shows that isotropy does not necessarily imply naive
independent identically distributed sampling, and that the convergence rate of
(1 + λ) − ES on the sphere function is improved when using stratified sampling
or antithetic sampling.
For the sake of clarity, without loss of generality we assume that the origin
is the only optimum of the fitness (so the norm of a point is the distance to an
optimum).
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If the step-size is random

Consider an unconstrained optimization problem in Rd . Consider any algorithm
of the following form, based on at least one initial point for which the fitness has
been computed (we assume that 0 has not been visited yet). Let’s describe the
nth epoch of the algorithm :
– Consider Xn one of the previously visited points (points for which the fitness
has been computed) ; you can choose it by any algorithm you want using
any information you want ;
– Choose the direction v ∈ Rd with unit norm by any algorithm you want,
using any information you want.
– Then, choose the step size σ in [0, ∞[ ; for the sake of simplicity of notations,
we require that σ ≥ 0, but if you prefer σ ∈ R, you simply replace v by −v
with probability 1/2 ;

– Evaluate the fitness at Xn′ = Xn + σv.
We assume that at each epoch σ has a non-increasing density on [0, ∞[. This
constraint is verified by e.g. gaussian distributions (gaussian random variables
have values in ] − ∞, ∞[, but ”gaussian steps + random isotropic direction” is
equivalent to ”absolute value of a gaussian step + random isotropic direction”
and the absolute value of a gaussian step has decreasing density on [0, ∞[).
Provided that the constraint is verified for each epoch, whatever may be the
algorithm for choosing the distribution, the results below will hold. The distribution can be bounded and we do not require it to be gaussian or any other
particular form of distribution. This formalism includes many algorithms ; SAES for example are also included. What we only require is that each point is
chosen by a random jump from a previously visited point (any previously tested
point) with a distribution that might be restricted to a deterministic direction
(possibly the exact direction to an optimum!), with density decreasing with the
distance.
In all the paper, [a]+ = max(a, 0). Then,
Theorem 1 (step-size does matter for super-linearity):
Z

2 exp(−t)
′
+
) < ∞.
(1)
E [− ln([||Xn ||/||Xn ||] ≤
min(1,
1
− exp(−t)
t>0
Moreover the variance is finite, and therefore this also implies that
Z
p
2 exp(−t)
lim sup n 1/||Xn || ≤
)dt.
min(1,
1 − exp(−t)
t≥0

(2)

Proof: The main tool is the equality
Z
+
P (x ≥ t)
E[x] =
t≥0

R
(E[x]+ = x t≥0 1t≤x = t≥0 x 1t≤x = t≥0 P (x ≥ t)).
We apply this to x = − ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||).
Let’s then upper-bound P (x ≥ t) or P (||Xn′ ||/||Xn || ≤ c) with c = exp(−t).
We claim :
Lemma :
P (||Xn′ ||/||Xn || ≤ c) ≤ min(1, 2c/(1 − c))
R R

R

R

The proof of the lemma is as follows :
– rescale the problem so that Xn has norm 1 ;
– Let’s [A, B] be the segment in which Xn′ verifies the inequalities
||Xn′ ||/||Xn || ≤ c, with A closer to Xn . Then [A, B] has size at most 2c
(the diameter of the ball centered in 0);
– ||Xn − A|| ≥ 1 − c, so with f the density of Rσ, and a and b the distance to
a
Xn of A and B respectively, f (a)(1 − c) ≤ 0 f (s)ds ≤ 1 because f is not
increasing. Hence, the density of σ in [a, b] is upper bounded by 1/(1 − c).

The proof of the lemma is complete.
We can now
R finish the proof of the theorem.
E[x]+ ≤ t>0 min(1, 2 exp(−t)/(1−exp(−t)))dt < ∞ which is finite concludes
the proof for the expectation (equation 1).
√
R
Ex2 is finite as it is upper bounded by t>0 min(1, 2 exp(− t)/(1 −
√
exp(− t)))dt. Therefore, as Ex2 and (Ex)2 are finite, the variance is finite
(uniformly bounded, independently of n).
We now have to show equation 2. It can be seen as follows :
Let’s define zn = inf i∈[[1,n]] ln(||Xi′ ||). Then, by construction, eq. 3 and 4 hold
:
ln(||Xn′ ||)

≥

zn ≥ min(zn−1 , ln(||Xn′ ||))

ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||)

+ ln(||Xn ||)

(3)
(4)

Equation 3 means that one of the followings holds
zn ≥ ln(||Xn′ ||)
zn ≥ zn−1

(5)
(6)

Equation 4 implies equation 7, and we can consider separately cases 5 and 6
:
– equation 7+5 lead to equation 8 ;
– equation 6 directly leads to equation 8 as min(0, ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||)) ≤ 0.
Therefore in both cases equation 8 holds.
ln(||Xn′ ||) ≥ ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||) + zn−1

zn ≥ zn−1 +

min(0, ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||))

(7)
(8)

Dividing equation 8 by n leads to
n

1X
′
zn /n ≥
min(0, ln(||Xn−1
||/||Xn−1 ||))
n i=1

The average on the right-hand side is an average with finite variance ; therefore it converges almost surely to the expectation by Kolmogorov’s strong law
of large numbers. This provides the expected result.
The theorem is proved.
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If the direction is random

This section generalizes [12] to any algorithm in which each newly visited point
is equal to an old one plus a vector whose direction is uniform in the sphere
(whenever the distance depends on the direction, i.e. is not chosen independently

of the direction, even if it is optimal, and whenever the algorithm computes the
gradient, the Hessian or anything else).
Consider an unconstrained optimization problem in Rd . Consider any algorithm of the following form, based on at least one initial point for which the
fitness has been computed :
– Consider Xn one of the previously visited points (points for which the fitness
has been computed) ; you can choose this point, among previously visited
points, by any algorithm you want using any information you want, even
knowing the position of the optimum ;
– Choose the direction v ∈ Rd randomly in the unit sphere ;
– Choose the step size σ > 0 by any algorithm you want, using any information
you want ; it can be stochastic as well ; it can depend on v, e.g. it can
minimize the distance between Xn + σv and the optimum ;
– Evaluate the fitness at Xn′ = Xn + σv.
As the previously stated theorem, this result applies to a wide range of evolution strategies. We only require that each new visited point is chosen by a
random jump from a previously visited point.
Then, the following holds :
Theorem 2 (direction does matter for convergence rates):
Assume d > 1. Then,
E[− ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||)] is finite and decreases as O(1/d).
Proof : The main tool is the equality
Z
P (x ≥ t)
(9)
E[x]+ =
t≥0

− ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||).

We apply this to x =
We have to upper bound P (x ≥ t).
Lemma: The probability of having an angle between v and −Xn lower than
α is 21 − 21 Fβ (cos2 (α); 12 , (d − 1)/2) (using the β distribution) for α < π/2 and
d > 1.
This lemma is a lemma for us, but it’s a theorem itself, and it can be found
in [8] (with also many related results that could be related to evolution strategies). A simple geometry argument shows that ||Xn′ ||/||Xn || < c occurs with
probability at most
1
1
(1 − Fβ (1 − c2 ; , (d − 1)/2)
(10)
2
2
Rx
)tβ1 −1 (1−t)β2 −1
dt,
where Fβ (x; β1 , β2 ) = 0 Γ (β1 +βΓ2(β
1 )Γ (β2 )
(note that the probability in equation 10 is reached if the step size σ is chosen
by minimization of ||Xn + σv||)
R 1−c2 Γ (d/2)(t)− 21 (1−t)d−1
Therefore, P (||Xn′ ||/||Xn || < c) ≤ 21 − 21 0
Γ (1/2)Γ ((d−1)/2) , and
P (− ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn || > u)) ≤

1
2

Z

1

1−exp(−2u)

1

Γ (d/2)(t)− 2 (1 − t)(d−3)/2
dt (11)
Γ (1/2)Γ ((d − 1)/2)

We now compute E = E[− ln(||Xn′ ||/||Xn ||)]+ , thanks to equations 9 and 11.
−1
R∞ R1
2 (1−t)(d−3)/2
dtdu with equality if σ minimizes
E ≤ 0 21 1−exp(−2u) Γ (d/2)(t)
Γ (1/2)Γ ((d−1)/2)
||Xn + σv||.
p
Γ (d/2)
=
(1 + o(1)) (d − 1)/2 ([10, 13] for a proof and
Γ ((d−1)/2)
more
on the o(1)), we see that this expectation is E =
q details

R∞R1
(d−3)/2
d−1
1
dtdu.
(1 + o(1)) 0 1−exp(−2u) (1−t)√t
2
2π

with f (t) =

(1−t)(d−3)/2
√
t

r

1
E=
2

:

d−1
2π

!

(1 + o(1))

Z

∞
0

Z

1

1t≥1−exp(−2u) f (t)dtdu

0

!
Z 1Z ∞
d−1
(1 + o(1))
1t≥1−exp(−2u) f (t)dudt
2π
0
0
q
R 1 t(d−3)/2
√
Then, E = (1 + o(1)) 14 d−1
(− ln(t))dt
2π
0
1−t
We now just have to show that the integral decreases quickly to 0 as a function
R1
R1
of d to get our lower bound. Just split the integral in 02 and 1 :
r

1
E=
2

2

E≤K

Z

0

1
2

t

d−4
2

Z 1
p
(d−3)
−t ln(t)2 /(1 − t) +K
t 2
1
|
{z
}
2
bounded

r

1
− ln(t)2 /(1 − t)
2
{z
}
|
√
=Θ( 1−t)

The first summand is exponentially decreasing to 0 as d → ∞. The second is
Θ(1/d). This concludes the proof.
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Isotropic (1 + λ)-ES and a comparison among isotropic
samplings

We have shown that with independent isotropic mutations, even with perfect
step size chosen a posteriori, we have a linear convergence rate with constant
1 − O(1/d). We can study more carefully (1 + λ)-ES with perfect step size on the
sphere, in order to show the superiority of unusual isotropy. (1+λ)-ES are λ-fullyparallel ; they are probably a good choice for complex functions on which more
deterministic or more structured approaches would fail, and if you have a set of λ
processors for parallelizing the fitness-evaluations. Therefore, it is worth studying
it. We show here that you must choose (1 + λ)-ES with stratified isotropic or
antithetic isotropic sampling instead of (1 + λ) standard isotropic sampling. We
show that, at least on the sphere, it is better in all cases. The proofs below show
that the convergence rate is better, but also that the distribution of the progress
n+1 ||
rate itself ( ||X
||Xn || ) is shifted in the good direction. At least for the sphere with
step size equal to the distance to the optimum, we show that all probabilities

n+1 ||
of a given progress-rate are improved. Formally: for any c, P ( ||X
||Xn || < c) is
greater or equal to its value in the naive case, with only equality in non-standard
cases. We have postulated isotropy : this means that the probability of having
one point in each given infinitesimal spherical cap is the same in any direction.
This is uniformity on the unit sphere. But isotropy does not mean that all
the offspring must be independent and identically distributed. We can consider
independence and identical distribution (this is the naive usual case), but we
can also consider independent non-identically distributed individuals (this is
stratification, a.k.a. jittering, and this does not forbid overall uniformity as we
will see below) and we can consider non-independently distributed individuals
(this is antithetic sampling, and it is also compatible with uniformity).
Some preliminary elements will be necessary for both cases. (1 + λ)-ES has
a population reduced at one individual Xn at epoch n and it generates λ directions randomly on the sphere. Then, for each direction, a step-size determines a point, and the best of these λ points is selected as the new population. Let v a vector toward the optimum (so in the good direction). Let’s
note γi the angle between the ith point and v. We assume that the step size
is the distance to the optimum. If γi ≥ π3 then the new point will not be better than Xn . Hence, we can consider θi = min(γi , π3 ). Let θ = mini θi . θ is a
random variable. As we assume that the step size is the distance to the optimum, the norm of Xn+1 is exactly 2 ∗ | sin(θ/2)|||Xn ||. In the sequel, we note for
short ssin(x) = 2 sin(x/2)||Xn || ; the norm of Xn+1 is exactly |ssin(θ)|. Then
log(||Xn+1 ||) = log(|ssin(mini∈[[1,λ]] |θi |)|). Therefore, we will have to study this
quantity in sections below. For sake of clarity we assume that ||Xn || = 1 (without
loss of generality).

4.1

Stratification works

Let’s consider a stratified sampling instead of a standard random independent
sampling of the unit sphere for the choice of directions. We will consider the
following simple sampling schema : (1) split the unit sphere in λ regions of same
area ; (2) instead of drawing λ points independently uniformly in the sphere,
draw 1 point in each of the λ regions. Such a stratification is also called jittered
sampling (see e.g. [5]). In some cases, we define stratifications according to an
auxiliary variable : let v(.) a function (any function, there’s no hypothesis on
it) from the sphere to [[0, λ − 1]]. The ith generated point (i ∈ [[0, λ − 1]]) is
uniformly independently distributed in v −1 (i). We note πk (x) the k th coordinate
of x : x = (π0 (x), π1 (x), π2 (x), . . . , πd−1 (x)).
Let’s see some examples of stratification :
1. for λ = d, we can split the unit sphere according to v(x) =
arg maxi∈[[0,d−1]] |πi (x)|. We will see below that for a good anticorrelation,
this is probably not a very good choice.
2. for λ = 2d, we can split the unit sphere according to v(x) =
arg maxi∈[[0,2d−1]] (−1)i π⌊ i ⌋ (x).
2

3. for λ = 2d , we can split the unit sphere according to the auxiliary variable
v(x) = (sign(π0 (x)), sign(π1 (x)), sign(π2 (x)), . . . , sign(πd−1 (x))).
4. for λ = d + 1, we can also split the unit sphere according to the faces of a
regular simplex centered on 0.
5. for λ = 2, we can split the unit sphere with respect to any hyperplane
including 0.
6. for λ = d!, we can split the unit sphere with respect to the ranking of the d
coordinates.
7. for λ = 2d d!, we can split the unit sphere with respect to the ranking of the
absolute values of the d coordinates and the sign of each coordinate.
However, any stratification in λ parts S1 , . . . , Sλ of equal measure works (and
indeed, various other stratifications also do the job). We here consider stratification randomly rotated at each generation (uniformly among rotations) and with
each stratum measurable and having non-empty interior.
Theorem 3 (stratification works). For the sphere function x 7→ ||x||2
with step size the distance to the optimum, the expected convergence rate
exp(E(− log(||Xn+1 ||/||Xn ||))) for (1 + λ)-ES increases when using stratification.
Proof : Consider the probability of |ssin(θ)| > c for some c > 0.
Pnaive = P (|ssin(θ)| > c) = P (|ssin(θi )| > c)λ if naive sampling. Consider
the same probability in the case of stratification. Pstrat = P (|ssin(θ)| > c) =
Πi∈[[1,λ]] P (|ssin(θi )| > c). where θi is drawn in the ith stratum.
Let’s introduce some notations. Note Pi the probability that |ssin(v)| > c
and that v ∈ Si , where v is a random unit vector uniformly distributed on the
sphere. Note P (Si ) the probability that v ∈ Si . Then Πi PPiPj ≤ (1/λ)λ (by
j

concavity of the logarithm). The equality is only reached if all the Pi are equal.
This implies that Πi PPiPj ≤ Πi P (Si ), what leads to Πi∈[[1,λ]] P P(Si i ) ≤
j
P
exactly
P
≤ Pnaive . This is true for any value of c. Using
( i Pi )λ . This is
strat
R
E max(X, 0) = t≥0 P (X > t) for any real-valued random variable X, this implies with X = − log |ssin(θ)| that E − log(|ssin(θ)|) can be worse than naive
when using stratification. Indeed, it is strictly better (larger) as soon as the Pi
are not all equal for at least one value of c. This is in particular the case for c
small, which leads to Pi < 1 only for one value of i.
Remark. We have assumed above that the step size was the distance to the
optimum. Indeed, the result is very similar with other step-size-rules, provided
that the probability of reaching ||Xn+1 || < c is not the same for all strata for at
least an open set of values of c.
We present in figure 1 experiments on three stratifications (1 to 3 in the list
above).
4.2

Antithetic variables work

The principle of antithetic variables is as follows (in the case of k antithetic
variables): (1) instead of generating λ individuals, generate only λ/k individuals x0 , . . . , xλ/k−1 (assuming that k divides λ); (2) define xi+aλ/k , for

a ∈ [[1, 2, . . . , k − 1]], as xi+aλ/k = fa (xi ) where the fi ’s are (possibly random) functions. A more restricted but sufficient framework is as follows : choose
a fixed set S of λ/k individuals, and choose as set of points rot1 (S), rot2 (S),. . . ,
rotk (S) (of overall size λ) where the ri are independent uniform rotations in Rd .
The limit case k = 1 (which is indeed the best one) is defining one set S of λ
individuals, and using rot(S) with rot a random rotation.
We first consider here a set S of 3 points on the sphere, which are
(1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), (cos(2π/3), sin(2π/3), . . . , 0), (cos(4π/3), sin(4π/3), 0, . . . , 0) (the
optimal and natural spherical code for n = 3). The angle between two of these
points is 2π/3.
Theorem 4 (antithetism works). For the sphere function x 7→ ||x||2 with
step size equal to the distance to the optimum, the expected convergence rate
exp(E(− log(||Xn+1 ||/||Xn ||))) for (1 + λ)-ES increases when using antithetic
sampling with the spherical code of 3 points.
Proof : As previously, without loss of generality we can assume ||Xn || = 1.
We consider exp(E(− log(||Xn+1 ||))). As above, we show that for any c,
P (||X1 || > c with antithetic variables) ≤ P (||Xn+1 || > c)
(12)
R
Using E max(x, 0) = t≥0 P (x ≥ t), this is sufficient for the expected result. The
inequality on expectations is strict as soon as it is strict in a neighborhood of
some c. The probability P (||Xn+1 || > c), in both cases, antithetic variables or
not, is by independence the power λ3 of the result for λ = 3. Therefore, it is
sufficient to show the result for λ = 3. Yet another reduction holds on c: c > 1
always leads to a probability 0 as the step-size will be 0 if the direction does not
permit improvement. Therefore, we can restrict our attention to c < 1.
So, we have to prove equation 12 in the case c < 1, λ = 3. In the antithetic
case the candidates for Xn+1 are Xn + yi where y0 = rot(x0 ), y1 = rot(x1 ), y2 =
rot(x2 ). In the naive case these candidates y0 , y1 , y2 are randomly drawn in
the sphere. We note γ = min(|angle(−yi , Xn )|) (the yi realizing this minimum
verifies Xn+1 = Xn + yi if ||Xn + yi || < ||Xn ||). Let θ the angle such that
γ ≤ θ ⇒ ||Xn+1 || < c
In the antithetic case the the spherical caps si located at −yi , and of angle θ
are disjoint because c < 1 so θ < π3 . But in the naive one they can overlap with
non zero probability. As P (||Xn+1 || < c) = P (Xn ∈ ∪i si ), this shows equation
12, which concludes the proof.
The proof can be extended to show that k = 1 leads to a better convergence
rate than k > 1, at least if we consider the optimal set S of λ points. But we
unfortunately not succeeded in showing the same results for explicit larger numbers of antithetic variables in this framework. We only conjecture that randomly
drawing rotations of explicit good spherical codes ([6]) on the sphere leads to
similar results. However, we proved the following
Theorem 5 (arbitrarily large good antithetic variables exist). For
any λ ≥ 2, there exists a finite subset s of the unit sphere in Rd with cardinal
λ such that the convergence rate of (1 + λ)-ES is faster with a sampling by
random permutation of s than with uniform independent identically distributed
sampling, with step size equal to the distance to the optimum.

Proof: We consider the sphere problem with optimum in zero and Xn of
norm 1.
Let s a sample of λ random points (uniform, independent) on the unit sphere.
Let f (s) = Erot (ln ||Xn+1 ||) (as above rot is a random linear transformation with
rot × rot′ = 1). If s is reduced to a single element we reach a maximum for f
(as the probability of ln(Xn+1 ) < c is lower than for any set with at least two
points).
f (s) is therefore a continuous function, with some values larger than Es f (s).
Therefore, the variance of f (s) is non-zero. Therefore, thanks to this non-zero
variance, there exists s′ such that f (s′ ) < Es f (s).
Es f (s) is the progress rate when using naive sampling and f (s′ ) is the
progress rate when using an antithetic sampling by rotation of s′ . So, this precisely means that there exists good values of s leading to an antithetic sampling
that works better than the naive approach.
We have stated the result for (1 + λ)-ES with λ antithetic variables, but
the same holds for λ/k antithetic variables with the same proof. This does not
explicitly provided a set s′ , but it provides a way of optimizing it by numerical
optimization of E ln(Xn+1 ) that can be optimized once for all for any fixed value
of λ. Despite the lack of theoretical proof, we of course conjecture that standard
spherical codes are a good solution. This will be verified in experiments (figure 1,
plots 4,5,6). However, we see that it works in simulations for moderate numbers
of antithetic variables placed according to standard spherical codes. But for
k = 2d antithetic variables at the vertices of an hypercube, it does not work when
dimension increases, i.e. hypercube sampling is not a good sampling. Note that
the spherical codes λ = 2d (generalized octahedron, also termed biorthogonal
spherical code) and λ = d + 1 (simplex), which are nice and optimal for various
points of view, seem to scale with dimension. Their benefit in terms of the
reduction of the number of function evaluations behaves well when d increases.
Of course, more experimental works remain to be done.
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Conclusion

We have shown that (i) superlinear methods require a fine decision about the
stepsize, with at most a very little randomization; (ii) if we accept linear convergence rates and keep the randomization of the step size, we however need, in order
to break the curse of dimensionality (i.e. keeping a convergence rate far from 1),
a fine decision about the direction, with at most a very little randomization.
This shows the price of isotropy, which is only a choice when less randomized
techniques can not work. In a second part, we have shown that isotropy can be
improved; the naive isotropic method can be very easily replaced by a non i.i.d
sampling, thanks to stratification (jittering) or antithetic variables. Moreover, it
really works on experiments.
The main limit of this work is its restriction to isotropic methods. A second
limit is that we have considered the second order of sampling inside each epoch,
but not between successive epochs. In particular, Gauss-Seidel or generalized

versions of Gauss-Seidel ([14, 15]) are not concerned; we have not considered
correlations between directions chosen at successive epochs; for example, it would
be natural, at epoch n + 1, to have directions orthogonal to, or very different
from, the chosen direction at epoch n. This is beyond the simple framework here,
in particular because of the optimal step size, and will be the subject of a further
work.
The restriction to 3 antithetic variables in theorem 4 simplifies the theorem; this hypothesis should be relaxed in a future work. Theorem 5 shows that
good point sets exist for any number of antithetic variables, theorem 4 explicitly exhibits 3 antithetic variables that work and that are equal to the optimal
spherical code for n = 3, but figure 1 (figs. 4,5,6) suggests that more generally
octahedron-sampling or simplex-sampling (which are very good spherical codes,
see e.g. [6]) are very efficient, and in particular that the improvement remains
strong when dimension increases. Are spherical codes ([6]) the best choice, as
intuition suggests, and are there significant improvements for a number n = λ/k
of antithetic variables large in front of d ? This is directly related to the speed-up
of parallelization.
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Fig.
p 1. Antithetic variables look better. Plots 1,2,3: with ρ the average progress rate
nλ
||Xn ||/||X0 || on the sphere, we plot d(1 − ρ) in two cases (i) independent uniform
sampling (ii) stratified sampling. Each point corresponds to one run. n = 100 for each
run. The step size is equal to the optimal one. The three plots respectively deal with
λ = d, λ = 2d and λ = 2d . The improvement in terms of number of fitness-evaluations
is the ratio between the log(.) of the convergence rates. For dimension 2, the difference
in terms of number of function-evaluations
p is close to 20 % but quickly decreases. Plots
4,5,6: with ρ the average progress rate nλ ||Xn ||/||X0 || on the sphere, we plot d(1 − ρ)
in two cases (i) independent uniform sampling (ii) antithetic sampling with λ = 3 (plot
4) or λ = d with an antithetic sampling by random rotation of a regular simplex (plot
5) or λ = 2d with an antithetic sampling by random rotation of {−1, 1}d (plot 6). n
and the step size are as for previous plots. For dimension 2 to 6, the difference in terms
of number of function-evaluations for a given precision are between 12 % and 18 % for
λ = 2d and remain close to 20 % for the octahedron λ = 2d for any value of d. We also
experiments the direct inclusion of quasi-random numbers in the Covariance-MatrixAdaptation algorithm ([11]); the resulting algorithm, termed DCMA, in which the
only difference with CMA is that the random-generator is replaced by a quasi-random
generator, is more stable and faster than the classical CMA; results are presented in
http://www.lri.fr/˜ teytaud/resultsDCMA.pdf.
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